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We all owe Canadian gun owner Daniel Balofsky a debt of gratitude.  
Why?
He persisted all the way to the Ontario Court of Appeals so a court of law would 
decide whether or not the law must be abided by all; whether a court order applies 
only to the mere citizens of Canada, or to its law-enforcement as well.
The answer from the Ontario Court of Appeals is as appalling as it is expected.
Court orders have no validity when applied to Ontario’s Chief Firearm Officer.

At issue is the fact Ontario Chief Firearms Officer Chris Wyatt, after refusing to issue Daniel Balofsky an Author-
ization to Transport his restricted firearms, was ordered by a judge to issue that document. Wyatt refused.  He 
refused to issue the required document and he refused to follow the direction of a judge through a court order.
If Chris Wyatt is above the law and has no requirement to obey court orders, who does? 
Why, we mere citizens, that’s who.  You see, the very people who are above the law you and I must obey are also 

the ones enforcing that law... at the barrel of 
their state-issued guns.
This decision brings the fact police are not 
required to obey the law into stark focus.
It also brings into stark focus the fact our 
police forces are out of control; that they 
make up the rules as they go and they do not 
care this appalling lack of respect for our judi-
cial system brings “the administration of justice 
into disrepute”.
Watch Daniel Balofsky’s explanation of this 
absurd decision on YouTube: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=BujCIjUL8Pc

Yours in Liberty,

Two-Tier Justice
One law for mere citizens... another law for Police

Christopher

Text like this is a link to 
online content.  
These links are provided 
to give you easy access to 
the original news story or 
other relevant information. 
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Court Decisions
It may be a Court Decision, but it’s certainly not Justice.

CITATION: R. v. Balofsky, 2014 ONCA 532

DATE: 20140708
DOCKET: C57974
Feldman, MacPherson and Cronk JJ.A.

BETWEEN Her Majesty the Queen, Respondent and Daniel E. Balofsky, Appellant
Daniel Balofsky, in person
Roger Shallow, for the respondent
Heard: July 2, 2014
On appeal from the judgment of Justice Michael G. Quigley of the Superior Court of Justice, dated November 8, 
2013.
ENDORSEMENT
[1]         The appellant sought to institute a private prosecution against Chris Wyatt, the Chief Firearms Officer 
of Ontario (CFO), for declining to issue an unconditional firearms transport authorization following the hear-
ing before Khawly J. and his order dated September 21, 2012. On March 6, 2013, Justice of the Peace Wassenaar 
delivered reasons following a pre-enquete hearing, declining to authorize the private prosecution. Quigley J. of 
the Superior Court of Justice upheld the decision of the Justice of the Peace. The appellant appeals that decision 
to this court. He also seeks to appeal the decision of Quigley J. not to find Mr. Wyatt and Attorneys General 
Garretsen and Meilleur in contempt of court, although no submissions were made on this aspect.
[2]         There is no merit in the appellant’s appeal. Justice of the Peace Wassenaar made no jurisdictional error. 
She considered all the evidence presented and concluded that there was no basis for the private prosecution to 
proceed.
[3]         It is clear from the record that Khawly J.’s decision was to order the CFO to issue the authorization but 
on the condition that two or more “specified places” would be named, as required by s. 19(1) of the Firearms Act 
S.C. 1995, c. 39, and that the CFO at all times was prepared to issue the authorization subject to that condition. 
Although the reasons for decision were apparently not attached to the form of order, all parties were present at the 
hearing and fully aware of the content of those reasons and understood that the decision of Khawly J. was that 
the authorization was only to issue subject to the condition.
[4]         Although the preprinted form of order does not specifically refer to s. 19(1) of the Firearms Act, any 
authorization to transport a restricted or particular prohibited firearm must comply with s. 19(1) of the Act[1] 
and must name two or more “specified places” between which the authorized transportation can take place. The 
direction in the order to the CFO to issue an authorization necessarily means one that complies with the Act. 
There is no authority to order otherwise.
[5]         The appeal is dismissed.
“K. Feldman J.A.”
“J.C. MacPherson J.A.”
“E.A. Cronk J.A.”

[1] Section 2(1) of the Act defines “authorization to transport” as “an authorization described in section 19”.
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Freedom of Speech
Canada’s Anti-Spam Law Punishes Charities

By Derek From - The Canadian Constitution Foundation

Canada’s anti-spam law came into force on July 1, 2014. 
Everyone calls it “CASL” since its real name is an unwieldy 52 words long.
Proponents have touted CASL as a giant leap for economic efficiency in e-commerce by making spam illegal. And 
CASL does list the promotion of “efficiency” as its purpose. But contrary to the good results this efficiency may 
bring, CASL could have a decimating effect on charities. Here’s how.
Of all the prohibitions in CASL, the one most significant for charities is the prohibition on sending a so-called 
“commercial electronic message” (CEM) without the prior consent of the recipient. This includes all messages 
sent by text, sound, voice, or image to an email address, telephone account, and even instant messaging account. 
This is supposed to prevent spam.
Effectively, what is does is make all non-personal electronic messages illegal, unless you can find an exemption 
somewhere in the CASL or its regulations. 
This is the inverse of what sensible legislation does. 
Sensible laws target bad behaviour, not render all behaviours bad until proven good. 
Also, a single email sent to a single recipient can run afoul of the law because there is nothing in CASL saying 
that spam must have multiple recipients, multiple iterations, or the like.
The consequences of this prohibition will be particularly burdensome for charities. CASL contains no definition 
of “commercial”, instead defining a “commercial activity” as deeds performed with or without the expectation of 
profit — even though a dictionary will confirm that “commercial” is inherently tied to the expectation of profit. 
And as a result, we are left to ferret out for ourselves CASL’s idiosyncratic use of “commercial”.
This is an enormous source of confusion. Had CASL relied on the dictionary definition, charities could rest 
assured it does not apply to them since they are non-commercial by nature. And that would be a perfectly reason-
able conclusion since CASL contains no definition of “commercial”. 
In fact, many charitable organizations have continued operations as normal, unaware that CASL has hung over 
them the sword of Damocles.
Simply put, CASL does apply to charities. During the government’s public consultations about CASL, some 
members of the charitable sector argued that compliance would be too onerous for small charities with limited 
resources. 
It complicates fundraising. 
It restricts how volunteers are contacted. 
It makes volunteer board member training more complex since each now needs to understand the ins and outs of 
CASL.
The government responded by including a fundraising exemption specifically for charities (sorry, non-profits, 
you’re not included). 
As a result, when the primary purpose of a CEM is fundraising, a registered charity may send it without the prior 
consent of recipients. 
Note that since charities have been granted a limited exemption, the intention must be for the rest of CASL to 
apply to charities.
As it stands, the only other times that CASL permits charities to send CEMs is when recipients have previously 
provided explicit consent or have implicitly consented by volunteering or donating within the last two years. 

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
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All other CEMs are illegal, unless another of CASL’s convoluted exemptions applies.
As someone who works in the charitable sector, I know that this will change the way that our work is done — 
and change it for the worse. Many of the electronic messages relied upon by charities will suddenly become ille-
gal. Plus, with the possibility of a $10 million administrative monetary penalty for failure to comply, CASL will 
have a chilling effect on how charities contact the interested public by electronic means — this is the opposite of 
innovation.
Effectively, CASL interferes with the institutional property of charities by making it illegal for them to contact 
people on their own email distribution lists. This is devastating since these lists are often the result of years of 
labour and form a large part of the value of an organization. CASL also interferes with the ability of individuals 
to express themselves freely and to associate with others. And we are meant to believe that this interference will 
somehow promote efficiency in e-commerce? Not in the charitable sector — quite the opposite, in fact.
Why has the government done this? It’s difficult to believe that charities are so greatly impeding the efficiency of 
e-commerce in Canada that a law is necessary. So why punish them? Why should CASL interfere with otherwise 
legitimate charitable activities? Likely it’s just sloppy legislation.
What is most frustrating about this is that all the government needed to do was include a short provision exempt-
ing charities. It was just that simple. But then, common sense has never been the government’s forte. 

Derek From is a Staff Lawyer with the Canadian Constitution Foundation.

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
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Firearm Politics
Defending the Montague Family Home From Seizure By The State

July 14th, 2014
Dear Minister of Justice,  
I am writing to voice my opposition to the recent confiscation of Mr. Bruce Montague’s private property by the 
Ontario government (R. v. Montague, 2014 ONCA 439). Mr. Montague challenged the constitutionality of 
Canada’s firearm act on January 1st, 2003, not by an act of violence, but by engaging in a legal procedure called 
“standing.” 
He burned his firearm license on Parliament Hill on January 1, 
2003 in order to initiate a judicial process which would provide 
him a platform to challenge the existing firearm law. If he failed to 
engage in this legal action, he could not challenge the law. 
It is interesting that there is precedence for “standing” in a high 
profile case in Canada – Dr. Henry Morgentaler utilized the same 
procedure in order to challenge what he believed were unjust 
abortion laws. The process worked for Morgentaler but failed for 
Mr. Montague. 
The Canadian judicial system has spoken loudly and clearly: kill-
ing babies in their mother’s wombs is eminently more important 
than private citizens owning guns unfettered by a useless bureaucracy. (1)
Mr. Montague pursued this course of action because he thought it would bring attention to the firearms act and 
would provide a venue by which Mr. Montague could rationally engage the court in a dispute concerning the 
constitutionality of the law. 
Instead, Mr. Montague was arrested, his property was seized, and he was then subject to seven years in the court 
system which culminated in a prison term and an impending seizure of his property, including his family’s home. 
The seizure of his property is now complete with this recent ruling; the disposition of the family home is still 
pending.
Mr. Montague said that in the recent decision to confiscate his property, it was deemed by the court to have been 
a punishment. Up until this time, confiscation of private property hasn’t been viewed as a punishment (obviously 
a ruling by those who have never had property taken from them). 
Since this was an act of punishment, the legitimate question ought to be: how much more punishment? 
Mr. Montague is not a drug lord; he did not build an empire by cooking methamphetamine. 
He sought to challenge an unjust law through paperwork, not violence. 
Since the court has already confiscated his property, to take the family home would be excessive punishment. 
Draconian measures should stay in ancient Athens; this is Canada where persons are supposed to have some 
protection from undue and unjust punishment.
Sincerely,
Name Withheld By Request

(1) For further information, see “Gunsmith Bruce Montague, Dr. Henry Morgentaler and Abortion Law” by 
Christopher di Armani at http://christopherdiarmani.com/11374/liberty/canadas-firearms-act/gunsmith-
bruce-montague-dr-henry-morgentaler-abortion-law/

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
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Court Decisions
“Canadian Hero” Needs Our Help

Irvin Leroux, a 70-year-old former businessman living in Prince George, BC, recently became a hero to the 
taxpayers of Canada — although few of them know it yet. But among the inner circle of tax practitioners — the 
lawyers and accountants who fight Canada Revenue Agency every day — his name is quietly circulating. They are 
blogging about him and referring to him in submissions they make to tax court.
What did Leroux do that has the potential to benefit each and every Canadian taxpayer? He fought the CRA for 
18 years — and recently, he won.
A decision handed down on April 30, 2014 by Madam Justice M.A. Humphries of the Supreme Court of British 
Columbia (Leroux v. Canada Revenue Agency 2014 BCSC 720) contained two extraordinary rulings: first, that 
the CRA owed a duty of care to Leroux to deal with him in a non-negligent manner; and second, that the CRA 
had breached its duty of care by slapping Leroux with huge penalties for errors in reporting his income — errors 
he did not actually make.
Imagine the consternation that must have prevailed in CRA offices across Canada when they read that decision. 
What? We have to treat taxpayers fairly? We have to use care when we do their assessments? We have to actually know 
the law ourselves before we penalize some poor schmuck for allegedly not knowing it? Oh, no! We’ll have to revamp our 
entire modus operandi!
But despite winning these important legal rulings for the taxpayers of Canada, Irvin Leroux is not a happy man 
today. The fly in the ointment? The judge found insufficient evidence that the CRA’s treatment of him had led 
inexorably to his financial ruin. He had not “demonstrated a causal link between the negligence of CRA in imposing 
unjustified penalties . . . and the consequent loss of his [business] and home.”
I spoke recently to a Toronto tax lawyer, someone who has chosen to make his career litigating against the CRA. 
Many of his clients have suffered financial disaster like Leroux’s following an audit by the CRA. He chuckled 
woefully at the judge’s error. If he had been the judge, he said, he would immediately have understood how the 
large penalties and liens imposed upon Leroux had led to his financial difficulties. “I deal with the CRA daily . . . 
and I see it on a daily basis,” he said.
Leroux has launched an appeal against the ruling. But his lawyer Laurie Armstrong has retired. No one is repre-
senting Leroux at the moment.
My employer, the Canadian Constitution Foundation, has assisted Leroux since 2010 in retaining and paying 
counsel. But now we are bumping up against a curious problem: We’ve achieved our goal even though Leroux 
hasn’t achieved his. Our mandate is to advance the rights and freedoms of Canadians. We’ve done that by estab-
lishing in reported case law that the CRA must treat taxpayers in a careful and non-negligent manner. But it’s not 
within our mandate to get compensation for one individual when a judge has made the judgment call (erroneous 
in our view) that his mistreatment didn’t cause his financial disaster.
We are still trying to help Leroux find someone who would be willing to take on his appeal. We know for sure 
that the case will be time-consuming. (The CRA has already launched a cross-appeal, complaining because 
the judge did not force Leroux to pay the CRA’s legal costs when he had, in the final result, lost the case.) The 
prospective lawyer probably won’t be able to afford to do this pro bono. It would simply take up too much time 
for anyone who has to make a living.
So Leroux needs to raise money to pay his lawyer. He has launched a crowdfunding campaign for this purpose.
Any taxpayer who wants to thank this hero for bringing some discipline to an out-of-control government agency 
can go to the site and donate to help him continue his lonely battle. I’ve just kicked off the campaign with a 
personal donation of $100. Please help continue the fight.

And — oh, yes — if you happen to be a tax lawyer who relishes kicking the CRA’s butt in this appeal, please let 
me know. 

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
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Police Misconduct
What do you say after shooting your partner during an investigation? 

It’s an embarrassing scenario to say the least.  You attend a call with another RCMP member and somehow you 
manage to shoot him.  
The upside? You didn’t kill him.  
The downside?  You now have to explain how you managed to shoot a fellow RCMP member.
Little is known about the shooting or the events that led up to it.  What is known is 22-year-old Alex Lumsden 
was arrested and charged with uttering threats, assault with a weapon and possession of a weapon for a dangerous 
purpose.

Wood Buffalo RCMP officers were responding to a weapons complaint at an apartment complex. 
While on scene, a gun was drawn by an officer and the second officer was shot.
The names of the officers are not being released. No one else was injured.
The Wood Buffalo General Investigation Section and RCMP Major Crimes Unit from Edmonton 
are currently investigating the incident.

Naturally the RCMP are stone silent about this case.  That’s understandable... It’s awefully embarrassing that one 
of your own members shot another.
The same day news of this shooting broke a Mountie in BC managed to leave a loaded RCMP shotgun on the 
trunk of his car.  When he drove off the shotgun dropped in the middle of a busy street near the University of 
British Columbia.
To say the man who found the loaded shotgun was shocked is an understatement.
What is even more appalling than dropping a loaded RMCP shotgun into the street is how the RCMP is 
handling this blatant case of negligence.

Staff Sgt. Darren Malcolm said an officer was putting equipment in his cruiser, left the shotgun on the 
trunk by mistake and drove off.
The weapon fell onto the street just outside the detachment and was quickly run over by another car, 
rendering it inoperable, Malcolm said.
“It turned out well but obviously firearms are dangerous,” he said. “In this particular case the gun safety 
was on, there was nothing loaded into the chamber.”
The RCMP has promised to investigate the incident and Malcolm said the officer, who’s only been on the 
force two years, may face disciplinary action.

The operative word here is “may”.  
I’m a huge fan of police double-standards as you well know.  Any time an RCMP member does something stupid 
with a gun it’s deeply satisfying to me to see they are treated with kid gloves.  Should any mere citizen drop a 
loaded shotgun into the middle of the street you can rest assured such kid gloves will not be found within ten 
miles of the loaded shotgun or the hapless gun owner.
No, any mere citizen pulling this would be arrested, face criminal charges and at the very least, spend an exorbi-
tant mount of money on lawyers.
Happily it was not a mere citizen, however, but one who wears the famed Red Serge who dropped a loaded shot-
gun into the street.
We can all rest easier knowing the laws that apply to you and me don’t apply to members of the RCMP.
Once again that old maxim rings true...
Membership Has Its Privileges.

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
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Firearm Training
How to Out-Think, Out-Shoot and Prevail on the Street, in Combat or Self-Defense

If your “pucker factor” doubled over this email’s subject line, don’t 
worry... you’re not alone.
The debate over “how big should your bullet be” has been raging since 
Cain was deciding on whether to use a small rock or a big rock to kill 
Able. :-)
So, what’s the answer?
Former Force Recon Marine and creator of the “30-10” at-home pistol 
course, Chris Graham, shares a story in 30-10 from a US Navy SEAL 
friend of his, named “Monkey”.
http://readthis.rightsandfreedoms.org/marine-pistol-training

Monkey was teaching a class of Federal Law Enforcement Agents and 
said that statistics prove out that the majority of people who are shot 
with a handgun (of ANY caliber) survive...
... but 100% of the ones “HE” shot with a 9mm are dead!
Now if you just read that the “9mm is the best caliber”, that’s NOT 
what he’s saying, so let me translate...
Stats show that the majoirty of people shot with a 9mm lived... but 
those that faced Monkey with a “9”, are dead.
This just illustrates the fact that the question of which caliber is best is usually the wrong question.
Your ability to put thug-stopping rounds into your attacker has a MUCH bigger impact than the caliber of 
ammo you’re using.
Unfortunately, most gun owners aren’t able to shoot as accurately “in combat” as they are down at the range.
Chris’ 30-10 at-home pistol training course was developed for Marine anti-terrorists... but it’s also ideal for 
anyone if you’re protecting yourself and loved ones with a gun.
Check it out here => http://readthis.rightsandfreedoms.org/marine-pistol-training

Chris isn’t your average instructor.  He provides advanced weapons and tactics training to personnel from USG 
(US Government) agencies prior to deployment to high-threat zones.
More than that, he’s one of a relatively small group of guys who actually goes downrange and provides sustain-
ment training to them while they’re in high threat zones.
*    If you’re an instructor - Chris is one of the guys who you want to be picking stuff up from to use in your own 
classes.
*    If you’re a shooter - Chris is an instructor who is teaching based on first hand experience downrange against 
determined attackers.  His teaching isn’t stuff that worked 5, 10, or 15 years ago...it’s stuff that he or his students 
have more than likely used in the last few months, weeks, or even days in real life encounters.
I want to encourage you to check out this course now by going here...
http://readthis.rightsandfreedoms.org/marine-pistol-training

I don’t know about you, but I’m ALWAYS looking for more and more advanced pistol training programs and 
Chris’ is a great find!
I promise it will help you stop a threat whether it’s a 9, .38, .357, .40, .45, .22, etc. coming out the end of your 
barrel.

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
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Action Alert
RCMP’s Arbitrary Firearm Reclassifications

The RCMP under the questionable leadership of Robert Paulson is reclassify-
ing a variety of firearms from non-restricted and restricted to prohibited status.  
These actions are without the sanction of Parliament or Steven Blaney, the 
Minister of Public Safety.
Minister Blaney spoke out publicly against these actions, stating:

“I want to assure you all options are on the table to fix this situation. I will 
also be taking steps to make sure this never happens again.”

Despite that clear indicator from Canada’s Minister of Public Safety the unac-
countable bureaucrats within the RCMP continue manufacturing criminals 
out of honest, law-abiding Canadians.
Ensure your letter is clear, firm and polite.
The Government of Canada, not unelected and unaccountable bureaucrats in the RCMP, determine firearm clas-
sifications.  The RCMP is in the business of enforcing laws, not manufacturing criminals out of Canada’s most 
law-abiding citizens.

Contact to Minister Blaney using the following information:
The Honourable Steven Blaney 

Minister of Public Safety  
House of Commons  

Ottawa, ON  K1A 0A6

You can also contact him by phone or fax at:
Phone:  (613) 992-7434 
Fax:      (613) 995-6856

His email addresses are:
blanes1b@parl.gc.ca,  blanes@parl.gc.ca and

ministerpublicsafety@ps-sp.gc.ca

A sample letter is available online if you need a little inspiration, 
but please make sure you edit this into your own words before you 
send it off.  
Multiple copies of the same letter have far less effect than multiple 
individual letters. 
Personalization Matters.

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
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Firearm Legal Defense
Police Can and Will Charge You Even When You Haven’t Broken Any Firearm Law

Police are now laying charges in situations that most hunters believe is safe storage.
Mr. Hunter took several guns with him hunting. He kept them in his pickup bed. The guns were cased, covered, 
but not trigger-locked and not in locked hard cases. Ammunition was carried in the bed and in an unlocked box. 
The pickup bed was covered with a locked cap, bolted down and an additional wire and lock held the cap door 
closed in addition to a lock. Mr. Hunter slept in a hotel. During the night thieves broke the cap door off at the 
hinges. The lock held fast and two guns were stolen.
The police arrested the thieves, impounded Mr. Hunter’s truck without a warrant and seized his remaining guns 
and ammunition. Mr. Hunter faces criminal charges of unsafe storage of guns and ammunition and unsafe trans-
portation for leaving his guns unattended. The police say he should have had trigger locks or locked hard cases 
and the ammunition should have been in a locked box. 
This may sound ridiculous to you. Mr. Hunter has a good defense and should be found not guilty. The police say 
“let the judge decide”. 
Mr. Hunter’s guns are seized until trial. He must hire a lawyer and travel from home to the court where the 
theft took place. The trial will be nine months after his truck was broken into. This is not fair but it is true. This 
happened in September 1998. Names are changed, the essential facts are true.
Protect yourself from this type of police harassment. If you leave your gun in your vehicle, trigger lock it, action 
lock it or take the bolt out and lock the bolt up. Keep your ammunition in a locked box. This is beyond what the 
law requires but do this to avoid becoming a test case for the police to see how far they can push the law.
Every year over 3,500 Ontario residents are convicted of unsafe storage. Many are innocent but they do not fight 
a wrongfully laid charge. Most charges can be fought. 
Do not plead guilty. Do not surrender your rights without a fight. Do not make statements to the police after 
arrest. Call a lawyer, get advice. Better yet, put an extra trigger lock on your gun and a lock on your ammo box. 
That is a lot cheaper than a lawyer.
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From The Inbox

I love hearing from you, the reader of Canadian Rights and Freedoms Bulletin. 
If you would like to submit a comment about a story that’s appeared in Canadian Rights and Freedoms Bulletin 
or if you would like to submit an article for publication, you can do that by sending an email to bulletin@right-
sandfreedoms.org. Alternatively, you can submit your thoughts through the web form located at http://support.
rightsandfreedoms.org/contact-us/.
Yours in Liberty,

Christopher di Armani

Re: Is it Sexual Discrimination to Charge Men more than Women to enter a Bar? (RFB # 182)
I’m sorry but it actually is literally that.  To charge admission based on the sex of the person in question is literally 
the definition of sexual discrimination.
That is not simply “business” but it is an active decision to say if you have a penis you must pay $.. but if you 
have a vagina you do not.
I despise much if not damned near all I’ve ever heard of the CHRT doing but this one is especially retarded since 
they failed miserably to understand the most simple and basic definition of “sexual discrimination”.
I’m all for equality of the sexes.. but to those that want their cake and to eat it too I say tough shit.   You can’t 
have it both ways and that ultimately is what this sort of situation is about.
Looking for a big fat “payday” via a complain is not a good goal I would say.. but rather such a complaint would 
be best done and be valid if done so no monetary gain is forthcoming for any complainant.  It’s not about $ for 
your pocket after all it’s about being treated equally.
Oh and note.. I have explained this to staff at bars many times over the years and they all were stunned at the 
simplicity of it and let everyone in w/o charge once they were educated about the nature of the situation.  (When 
I was younger btw.. I’m a lil old for most club scenes etc now lol)
Therefore the CHRT did not find common sense.. they as usual found failure IMO since they fail so miserably to 
understand what equality is about in the first place (as they are prone to do as we all very well know by now)
Glenn (via email)

Glenn, I stand corrected. 

Thanks for setting me straight.  :)

Christopher
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